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h i g h l i g h t s

� A novel optimization framework for the design and planning of interconnected power systems is proposed.
� The framework integrates generation and transmission capacity expansion planning.
� Reserve and emission constraints are included.
� Business as usual and CO2 mitigation policy scenarios are evaluated.
� Reconfiguration of existing power generation technologies is the most cost-effective option for CO2 emissions mitigation.
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a b s t r a c t

Energy, and particularly electricity, has played and will continue to play a very important role in the
development of human society. Electricity, which is the most flexible and manageable energy form, is
currently used in a variety of activities and applications. For instance, electricity is used for heating, cool-
ing, lighting, and for operating electronic appliances and electric vehicles. Nowadays, given the rapid
development and commercialization of technologies and devices that rely on electricity, electricity
demand is increasing faster than overall primary energy supply. Consequently, the design and planning
of power systems is becoming a progressively more important issue in order to provide affordable, reli-
able and sustainable energy in timely fashion, not only in developed countries but particularly in devel-
oping economies where electricity demand is increasing even faster.
Power systems are networks of electrical devices, such as power plants, transformers, and transmission

lines, used to produce, transmit, and supply electricity. The design and planning of such systems require
the selection of generation technologies, along with the capacity, location, and timing of generation and
transmission capacity expansions to meet electricity demand over a long-term horizon. This manuscript
presents a comprehensive optimization framework for the design and planning of interconnected power
systems, including the integration of generation and transmission capacity expansion planning. The pro-
posed framework also considers renewable energies, carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) technolo-
gies, demand-side management (DSM), as well as reserve and CO2 emission constraints. The novelty of
this framework relies on an integrated assessment of the aforementioned features, which can reveal pos-
sible interactions and synergies within the power system. Moreover, the capabilities of the proposed
framework are demonstrated using a suite of case studies inspired by a real-world power system, includ-
ing ‘‘business as usual” and ‘‘CO2 mitigation policy” scenarios. These case studies illustrated the adapt-
ability and effectiveness of the framework at dealing with typical situations that can arise in designing
and planning power systems.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Energy demand, including electricity demand, is directly linked
to factors such as economic development, population growth, and

urbanization. This linkage entails a critical challenge to use the
Earth’s energy resources in a sustainable fashion, enhancing qual-
ity of life, and facilitating human development. Historically, differ-
ent energy resources such as traditional biomass, fossil fuels, and
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Nomenclature

Indices
b load blocks
c circuits
f primary energy resources
i power plants
r; r0 regions
t; t0 time periods (i.e. years)

Sets
co set of coal power plants
err set of existing transmission connections between

regions
fo set of fossil power plants
lfi set that defines the linkage between fuels and power

plants
lri set that defines the linkage between power plants and

regions
lrr set that defines the transmission connections between

regions
ni set of potential (new) power plants
pi set of already planned power plants
ref region used as reference for voltage angles (defined

arbitrarily)
re set of renewable power plants

Scalars
BasePow base power i.e. 100 MWA
CapRate CO2 capture fraction, i.e. 0.95 for a 95% CO2 capture level
MaxPo maximum active or real power flow for original trans-

mission lines
MaxRep maximum active or real power flow for repowered

transmission lines
ResMarg non-spinning reserve margin
SpinRes spinning reserve margin
tCCS lead time for retrofitting with CCS
tDSM lead time for the implementation of DSM strategies
tne lead time for the installation of new circuits
TranLoss transmission losses
trep lead time for repowering
c discount rate
h maximum absolute value of voltage angles

Parameters
AvaiFacði; tÞ availability factor for power plant i during period t
BlockDurðbÞ duration of load block b
CapðiÞ capacity of power plant i
CapexCapði; tÞ capital expenditures for CCS retrofitting
CapexDSMðr; tÞ capital expenditures for the implementation of

DSM strategies
CapFacði; tÞ capacity factor for power plant i during period t
CostNewcðr; r0; tÞ capital cost for adding new circuits
CostRepðr; r0; tÞ capital cost for repowering existing transmission

lines
CostTSMði; tÞ cost for transport, sequestration, and monitoring

per unit of CO2

CO2EmiðiÞ
emission factor, without CCS retrofitting, for power

plants
ECO2ðiÞ energy consumption – required for CO2 capture,

dehydration, and compression – per unit of CO2

ElecDemðr; b; tÞ electricity demand in region r for load block b
during period t

FixCostði; tÞ FIXED operating cost for power plant i during time
period t

FuelAvaiðf ; tÞ availability of fuel f during period t
HeatRateðiÞ heat rate for power plant i
InvCostði; tÞ capital investment for power plant i during period t
MaxEmiðtÞ CO2 emission limit for time period t
MaxLinðr; r0Þ maximum number of circuits allowed to be installed

between regions r and r0

OpexCapði; tÞ extra operating cost – for CO2 capture, dehydration,
and compression – per unit of energy generated by coal
power plant i during time period t

PeakPowerðtÞ peak-load power demand for period t
RawCostði; tÞ unit cost of primary energy resource i during time

period t
Reactðr; r0Þ per unit value of reactance of original transmission

lines
ReaRepðr; r0Þ per unit value of reactance of repowered transmis-

sion lines
Startupði; tÞ startup period for already planned power plants
tpðiÞ lead time for the construction of power plant i
TranLinðr; r0Þ number of existing transmission lines in the branch

between regions r and r0

UnitCostðtÞ unit transmission cost during time period t
VarCostði; tÞ unit variable cost for power plant i during period t
/ðb; rÞ factor by which electricity demand at each load block

and region is modified as a consequence of the imple-
mentation of the corresponding DMS strategy

Positive continuous variables
CapexðtÞ total capital expenditures during time period t
ElecFlowðr; r0; b; tÞ electricity transmission between regions r and

r0 during block b during time period t
ElecNewðr; r0; c; b; tÞ electricity flow between regions through

new circuits
ElecRepðr; r0; b; tÞ electricity flow between regions through exist-

ing or repowering candidate circuits
Electricityði; b; tÞ dispatched electricity from power plant i in load

block b during periods t
EmissionðtÞ total CO2 emissions during time period t
EnCapði; b; tÞ total energy required for CO2 capture, dehydration,

and compression
FuelCostðtÞ total fuel cost during time period t
OpexðtÞ total operating costs during time period t
OpexFixðtÞ

total fixed operating expenditures during time period
t

OpexVarðtÞ total variable operating cost during time period t
Powerði; tÞ power allocation for power plant i during time period

t
SpinnResði; b; tÞ allocation of spinning reserve for power plant i in

load block b during time period t
TotCost net present value of total cost t
TranCapexðtÞ capital expenditures in expansion of transmission

capacity during time period t
TranCostðtÞ total transmission costs during time period t

Free continuous variables
hr;b;t voltage angles (i.e. in radians)

Binary variables
Buildði; tÞ equal to 1 if power plant i is built during period t; 0

otherwise
CCSði; tÞ equal to 1 if coal power plant i is retrofitted with CCS

technology in time period t; 0 otherwise
Circuitðc; r; r0; tÞ equal to 1 if circuit c is installed between regions

r and r0 during time period t; 0 otherwise
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